
Clickmeter to Rebrandly Links migrations
V. 1.1 - updated on March the 2nd

Note: this is only applicable to a branded domain (your own) and will not apply to the
ClickMeter system domains

Strictly follow instructions to import links from ClickMeter to Rebrandly.

1. Export links from Clickmeter:  Login to your Clickmeter account.
2. Navigate to the list of tracking links
3. Click on the “Export the report” button as shown below

4. Once the export report is ready, download it from the download section, as shown
below.

5. Convert the exported file as per Rebrandly import template as given here:
https://support.rebrandly.com/hc/en-us/articles/360011401694-Bulk-Link-Import-CSV-Te
mplate
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6. Make sure you have a subscription on Rebrandly (even a Free one up to one domain), if
not please sign up here: https://www.rebrandly.com/pricing#everyone

7. Setup the domain on Rebrandly dashboard by following the instructions given below:
a. Log in to Rebrandly https://oauth.rebrandly.com/Account/Login

b. Go to this page: https://app.rebrandly.com/domains/setup-dns
(Domains > New Domains button > Setup DNS)

c. Write your main domain name as the domain name field (e.g.
mydomainname.com)
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d. Specify that you own a spare domain.

8. When all steps above have been completed, please send a request to the Rebrandly
Support Team (https://support.rebrandly.com/hc/en-us/requests/new) to grant the
importing of the links on your RB account (Important: specify the domain name and that
you are migrating from ClickMeter)

9. Wait for a confirm from the Support Team

10.Start the import on Rebrandly (refer to the article below):
https://support.rebrandly.com/hc/en-us/articles/360011661753-How-to-Import-Links-in-B
ulk

11. Once the import is completed, then change the DNS settings from Clickmeter to
Rebrandly.
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a. For the Main Domain you need to Create an A-record and leave the host name
field empty and point it to 52.72.49.79.

b. For the Sub Domain you need to Create an A-record and enter the sub domain
name (like go or click etc) in the host name field and point it to 52.72.49.79.

c. Note: DNS need to update, this can require up to 24 hours

d. This will complete the link migration from Clickmeter to Rebrandly.

Open a ticket on Rebrandly support for further
assistance:https://support.rebrandly.com/hc/en-us/requests/new

Note - There is a downside of this procedure. That is the stats will not be imported into
Rebrandly. Therefore it is recommended to keep the Clickmeter Export file with you as an
archive for viewing your stats. Rebrandly will start the tracking from scratch.
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